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　　Herman　Melville’s　Pierre，　or，　The、Ambiguities（1851）is　narrated　by　a　narrator　who　callS　himself
‘‘P”．In　his　narration，　two　kinds　of　descriptions，　that　is　to　say，　the　picturesque　descriptions　that　evoke
the　reader’s　visual　images　and　the　musical　descriptions　that　evoke　the　audial　images，　are　expressed　in
severa1　parts．　In　this　essay，1　pick　up　these　two　kinds　of　descriptions　to　examine　the　contexts　of　this
whole　work　and　to　make　clear　the　fUnctions　of　the　visual　images　and　the　audial　images　in　this　work　and
the　relationship　between　them．
1．　The　Descriptions　That　Evoke　the　Reader’s　Visual　lmages
　　First，　I　pick　up　the　descriptions　that　evoke　the　visual　images．　For　example，　Pierre　begins　with　the
description　as　follows：
　　There　are　some　strange　summer　mornings　in　the　country，　when　he　who　is　but　a　sojourner　from　the
city　shall　early　walk　forth　into　the　fields，　and　be　wonder－smitten　with　the　trance－like　aspect　of　the
green　and　golden　world．　Not　a　flower　stirs；the　trees　forget　to　wave；the　grass　itself　seems　to　have
ceased　to　grow；and　all　Nature，　as　if　suddenly　become　conscious　of　her　own　profound　mystery，　and
feeling　no　refuge　from　it　but　silence，　sinks　into　this　wonderful　and　indescribable　repose．（3）
This　is　a　description　of　Saddle　Meadows，　the　country　place　where　Pierre　was　born　and　nourished．
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Pierre　starts　with　the　scene　in　which　he　goes　to　meet　his　fianc6e，　Lucy　in　such　an　impressive　morning
landscape．　The　picturesque　landscape　of　Saddle　Meadows　has　affected　the　growth　of　his　spirit．　The
narrator　explains　as　follows：
It　had　been　his　choice　fate　to　have　been　born　and　nurtured　in　the　country，　surrounded　by　scenery
whose　uncommon　loveliness　Was　the　perfect　mould　of　a　delicate　and　poetic　mind；while　the　popular
names　of　its　finest　features　appealed　to　the　proudest　patriotic　and　family　associations　of　the　historic
line　of　Glendinning．（5）
　　Thus，　the　beautiful　scenery　of　Saddle　Meadows　that　evokes　in　our　mind　visual　images　is　tied　up　with
the　long　tradition　and　the　nobility　of　the　Glendinnings　and　inspires　Pieπe’s　pride．　However，　it　is　still
doubtful　that　the　long　tradition　and　the　nobility　of　Glendinning　deserve　Pierre’s　pride．
　　Originally，　the　name　of　the　village　and　the　mansion，“Saddle　Meadows”was　derived　from　an
episode　in　which‘‘the　paternal　great－grandfather　of　Pierre，　mortally　wounded，　had　sat　unhorsed　on　his
saddle　in　the　grass，　with　his　dying　voice，　still　cheering　his　men　in　the　fray　in　an　Indian　battle　iJI　the
earlier　days　of　the　colony．”（5－6）Moreover，　Pierre’s　grandfather　fought　against“Indians，　Tories，　and
Regulars”in“the　Revolutionary　War．”（6）It　seems　to　be　natural　that　Pierre　had　been　proud　of　his
family　history　since　he　saw‘‘the　Glendinning　deed”（6）in　his　childhood．　It　is　an　evidence‘‘by　which
their　estate　had　so　long　been　held，　bore　the　ciphers　of　three　Indian　kings，　the　aboriginal　and　only
conveyancers　of　those　noble　woods　and　plains．（6）Carolyn　L．　Karcher　cites　the　narrator’s　words，‘‘the
Randolphs　for　example，　one　of　whose　ancestors，　in　King　James’time，　married　Pocahontas　the　Indian
Princess，　and　in　whose　blood　therefore　an　underived　aboriginal　royalty　was　fiowing　over　two　hundred
years　ago”（10）in　the　discussion　of　the　genealogies　of　the　aristocrats　in　America　and　points　out，
“［t］he　sole　aristocracy　to　which　Melville　accords　any　legitimacy　is　the　American　Indian　aristocracy
violently　dethroned　by　the　white　colonists　of　the　New　World．”（Karcher，95）We　can　also　read　her　as－
sertion　in　the　history　of‘‘the　Glendinning　deed”which　Pierre　sees　in　his　childhood．　The　history　of　bat－
tles　by　the　ancestors　of　Pierre　means　only　that　they　had　taken　Native　Americans’lands　by　force　and
made　their　deeds。　And　based　on　the　deeds，　they　owned　their　lands．　We五nd　that　it　is　baseless　that　the
lands　belong　to　them．　Moreover，　while　in　Book　II，　the　narrator　introduces　Pierre’sgrandfather　as‘‘the
mildest　hearted，　and　most　blue・eyed　gentleman　in　the　world．”（30）He　is　not　introduced　only　as　a
gentleman．　The　narrator　explains　that　he　had　annihilated　two　Indian　savages　by　making　reciprocal
bludgeons　of　their　heads．（29－30）Thus，　in　Book　I　and　Book　II，　the　narrator　hints　to　us　that‘‘they
could　get　their　genealogy　as　the　noble　families，　their　lands　and　house　only　by　violence．”（Makino，80）
　　However，　the　narrator　does　not　mention　such　facts　clearly．　In　the　narrative　of‘‘the　Glendinning
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deed，”he　introduces　the　Native　Arnericans　only　as‘‘the　aboriginal　and　only　conveyance　of　those　noble
woods　and　plains，”but　does　not　develop　the　discussion　of　the　whites　who　had　driven　the　Native
Americans　away　and　taken　their　lands　by　force．Young　Pierre　only‘‘glance［s］along　the　background　of
his　race”（6）and　increases　his　pride　in　his　family．　In　addition　to　that，　the　narrator，　though　ironically，
praises　the　aristocrats　in　America。　He　proceeds　the　discussion　as　if　he　would　approve　the　nobility　of
the　aristocrats　in　America，　comparing　them　to　the　aristocrats　in　England．　He，　as　Karcher　lists，　lists　the
noble　families　in　England，‘‘Richmond，　St．　Albans，　Grafton，　Portland　and　Buccleugh”and　says　that
‘‘狽??@present　Dukes　of　those　names　stop　in　their　own　genuine　pedigrees　at　Charles　II．，and　there且nd　no
very　fine　fountain．”（9）Regarding　the　aristocrats　in　America，　he　says，‘‘with　us　nothing　of　that　kind
can　possibly　be　admitted；and　to　omit　all　mention　of　the　hundreds　of　unobtrusive　families　in　New　En－
gland　who，　nevertheless，　might　easily　trace　their　uninterrupted　English　lineage　to　a　time　before
Charles　the　Blade．”（10）Moreover，　he　asserts　that“our　America　will　make　out　a　good　general　case
with　England　in　this　short　little　matter　of　large　estates，　and　long　pedigrees．”（11）Finally，　he　concludes
‘‘奄氏@asserting　the　great　genealogical　and　real－estate　dignity　of　some　families　in　America．”（12）Thus，
superficially，　the　narrator　continues　to　assert　the　nobility　of　the　aristocrats　in　America　and　justifies
their　possession　of　land．
　　However，　Melville　himself，　behind　those　descriptions，　seems　to　inform　us　of　the　white　colonists’
attack　on　the　Native　Americans　and　the　seizure　of　their　land．　For　example，　Samuel　Otter　emphasizes
as　follows：
In　a　powerful　synthesis　of　the　two　positions，　some　observers　validated　the‘‘absence”of　historical
associations　and　celebrated　the　American　land　as　a　divinely　inscribed　tabula　rasa．　In　the　redemptive
Edenic　landscape　was　written　not　the　burden　of　the　past　but　divine　assurance　of　the　nation’s　glorious
future．　Spared　the　scars　of　the　aristocratic　Old　World，　Americans　would　write　their　own　history．　In
these　nationalistic　visions，　aesthetics，　religion，　and　politics　were　conflated，　and　the　sublime　promise
of　the　United　States　was　seen　as　ful血lled　in　the　cultivated　scenery　of　picturesque　America．（Otter，
177）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・
　　As　Otter　says，　in　the　narrative　of　Saddle　Meadows　in　Book　1　and　Book　II　of　Pierre，“the　cultivated
scenery　of　picturesque　America”is　related　with‘‘American’s　own　history”and‘‘the　sublime　promise
of　the　United　States．”
　　The　narrative　of　Saddle　Meadows　in　the　opening　chapters　has　the　following　structure：（1）There
are　many　descriptigns　of　the　nature　of　Saddle　Meadows　with　the　picturesque　visual　images．（2）These
visual　images　are　combined　with　the　history　of　Glendinning（the　history　of　the　aristocrats　in　America．）
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（3）But　the　visual　images　have　another　cruel　side，　the　history　in　which　the　whites　battled　with　the
Native　Americans　and　took　their　land　by　force．（4）However，　the　narrator　lightly　hints　at　such　a　cruel
side　and　superficially　praises　the　prosperity　of　the　white　colonists．　Therefore，　the　visual　images　of
Saddle　Meadows　in　the　opening　chapters　represent　the　history　from　the　perspective　of　the　white
colonists　and　we　can　expect　the　other　dark　side　behind　the　descriptions．
11．　The　Descriptions　That　Evoke　the　Reader’s　Audial　Images
　　In　Pierre，　there　are　not　so　many　descriptions　relating　with　audial　images．　However，　in　the　middle　of
Pierre’s　stnlggle　in　the　City，　the　narrator　describes　crucial　audial　images　as　follows：
Now　look　around　in　that　most　miserable　room，　and　at　that　most　miserable　of　all　the　pursuits　of　a
man，　and　say　if　here　be　the　place，　and　this　be　the　trade，　that　God　intended　him　for．　A　rickety　chair，
two　hollow　barrels，　a　plank，　paper，　pens，　and　infemally　black　ink，　four　leprously　dingy　white　walls，
no　carpet，　a　cup　of　water，　and　a　dry　biscuit　or　two．　Oh，　I　hear　the　leap　of　the　Texan　Camanche，　as　at
this　moment　he　goes　crashing　like　a　wild　deer　through　the　green　underbnlsh；Ihear　his　glorious
whoop　of　savage　and　untamable　health；and　then　I　look　in　at　Pierre．（302）
　　This　is　the　scene　where　Pierre　is　writing　his　book　in　his　bitterly　cold　room　of‘‘the　Church　of　the
Apostles”in　the　City．　In　his　room，　the　narrator　suddenly　hears‘‘the　leap　of　the　Texan　Camanche”and
“his　glorious　whoop　of　savage　and　untamable　health．”Although　Melville　calls　them‘‘the　Texan
Camanche，”the　common　spelling　might　be“Comanche．”In　this　essay，　however，　I　use　Melville’s
spelling，‘‘Camanche．”‘‘［T］he　Texan　Camanche”is　a　nomadic　tribe　of　the　Native　American　in　the
south　of　the　Great　Plains　in　the　eighteenth　and　the　nineteenth　l　century．‘‘They　were　driven　into　the
Indian　reservation，”（Fehrenbach，349～361）after　they‘‘rePeated　battles　with　the　white　colonist　and
surrendered　to　the　United　States　government．”（Fehrenbach，449～553）It　seems　that　Melville
intentionally　inserts　the　audial　images　in　this　part，　because　it　is　not　strange　that　the　description　of‘‘the
Texan　Camanche”should　be　narrated　by　visual　images．　For　example，　the　narrator　sees‘‘the　leap　of
Texan　Camache”and　sees‘‘him　giving　his　glorious　whoop　of　savage　and　untamable　health．”
Moreover，　in　this　scene，　the　narrator　at　first　looks　around　Pierre’s　room（the　visual　image），then　he
suddenly　hears　the　sounds　of‘‘the　Texan　Camanche，”（the　audial　images）and　then　he　looks　at　Pierre
（the　visual　images）．Thus，　the　audial　images　of‘‘the　Texan　Camanche”　are　inserted　very　effectively　to
introduce　Pierre’s　critical　situations．
　　There　is　another　description　that　evokes　in　us　the　audial　images．　That　is　the　narrative　by　IsabeL　She
who　is　assumed　to　be　a　half－sister　of　Pierre，　talks　to　Pierre　about　half　of　her　life　in　Book　VI　and　Book
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VIII．　In　Book　VI，　Pierre　goes　to　the　house　where　she　lives　and　hears　her‘‘low　sweet，　ha止f－sobbing
voice　of　more　than　natural　musicalness．”（112）Her　voices　are　repeatedly　compared　to　a　magical
music，　as“the　sweet，　wild　power　of　the　musica㎞ess　of　the　voice．”（113）Moreover，　she　herself
regards　her　voice　as　music．　She　says，‘‘Not　mere　sounds　of　common　words，　but　inmost　tones　of　my
heart’s　deepest　melodies　should　now　be　audible　to　thee。”（113）Thus，　her　voices　are　music－like　and
evoke　not　only　in　Pierre’s　mind　but　in　ours　the　audial　images．　Another　factor　that　makes　her　narrative
an　audial　one　is　the　music　of　her　guitar．　In　Book　VI，　when　she且nishes　her　talk，　she　begins　to　play　the
guitar　as　follows：
　　‘‘Now　listen　to　the　guitar；and　the　guitar　shall　sing　to　thee　the　sequel　of　my　story；for　not　in　words
can　it　be　spoken．　So　listen　to　the　guitar．”
　　Instantly　the　room　was　populous　with　sounds　of　melodiousness，　and　mournfulness，　and
wonderfUlness；the　room　swarmed　with　the　unintelligible　but　delicious　sounds．　The　sounds　seemed
waltzing　in　the　room；the　sounds　hung　pendulous　like　glittering　icicles　from　the　corners　of　the　room；
and　fell　upon　him　with　a　ringing　silveryness；and　were　drawn　up　again　to　the　ceiling，　and　hung
pendulous　again，　and　dropt　down　upon　him　again　with　the　ringing　silveryness．（126）
　　Thus，　the　melody　of　Isabe1’s　guitar　also　evokes　in　us　the　audial　images．　The　melody　of　her　guitar　is
inserted　not　only　into　Book　VI　but　into　Book　VIII　and　her　story　of　half　of　her　life　is　filled　with　the
musical　and　audial　images．
　　Moreover，“stepping　on　the且oor　above”（114）also　adds　the　audial　image　to　the　story　of　Isabel．
There　are　the　steps　of　Delly　Ulver，　another　resident　of　this　house．　She　was　deceived　by　Ned，　a
lecherous　man，　had　relations　with　him，　became　pregnant　and　had　a　baby．　Then，　she　was　deserted　by
him　and　even　by　her　parents　and　shut　herself　into　her　room　all　the　time．　The　sound　is　irlserted　in　the
story　of　Isabel　in　Book　VI　as　the‘‘soft，　slow，　sad，　to－and－fro，　meditative　stepping．”（114）Delly　is‘‘to
depart　the　neighborhood”（163）because　of　the　command　of　Pierre’s　mother　to　do　so　and　a　clergyman，
Falsgrave　obeys　her　command．　The　stories　of　Isabel　in　Book　VI　and　Book　VIII　are　ones　in　which　she
had　been　brought　up　as　an　orphan，　although　possibly　she　was　the　daughter　of　Pierre’s　father．　Delly　is　a
woman　who　was　deserted　by　people　like　IsabeL　Therefore，　the　footsteps　of　Delly　emphasize　Isabel’s
experience　as　an　orphan．
　　Thus，　the　story　of　Isabel　is　one　that　evokes　in　us　the　audial　images　because　of　her　music・like　voice，
the　sound　of　her　guitar　and　the　footsteps　of　Delly　on　the　floor　above．　Next，1et　us　consider　the　character
of　Isabel　and　the　context　of　her　story　in　Book　VI　and　Book　VIII。　Michael　Paul　Rogin　says　as　follows：
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Like　the　relics　found　on　his　estate，　from　which　Melville　named　it　Arrowhead，　Isabel　is　a　reminder　of
the“lndian　kings”（6）who　originally　held　title　to　Saddle　Meadows．　This　savage　child　is　the　return
of　the　dispossessed　child　of　nature．　Pierre　firSt　talks　to　her　in　the　woods，　thick　with　the‘‘devilish
gibberish　of　the　forest　ghosts．”　（110）Isabel　has　the　characteristics　assigned　in　nineteenth・century
writing　to　the　savage　mind．　Nature　is　alive　for　her，　and　her　madness　and　her　mysterious　music　also
ally　her　with　primitivism．（Rogin，167）
　　Thus，　Rogin　relates　her　to　the　Native　Americans．　Here，　it　becomes　clear　that　the　description　of‘‘the
Texan　Camanche”in　Book　XXII　and　the　story　of　Isabel　in　Book　VI　and　Book　VIII　share　the　two
cnlcial　points．　First，　both　of　them　are　the　narratives　that　evoke　in　us　audial　images．　Second，　both　of
them　are　the　narratives　of　the　Native　Americans，　although　there　is　a　difference，　as　the　former　directly
describes　the　Native　Americans　and　the　latter　describes　them　indirectly．
111． The　Relationship　between　the　Visual　lmages　and　the　Audial　lmages
　　Next，　let　us　consider　the　relationship　between　the　visual　ilnages　and　the　audial　images．　As　I
mentioned　in　section　1，　the　narrator　does　not　blame　white　colonists　or　mourn　for　the　Native　Americans
in　Book　I　and　Book　II．　While，　in　the　description　of“the　Texan　Camanche”in　Book　XXII，　the　Native
American　comes　to　the　surface．　Moreover，　the　narrator　criticizes　the　white　civilization　in　the
description　of‘‘the　Texan　Camanche．”In　Book　XXII，　the　narrator　hears　the　sounds　of‘‘the　Texan
Camanche，”looks　at　Pierre　and　says，‘‘lf　physical，　practical　unreason　make　the　savage，　which　is　he～
Civilization，　Philosophy，　Ideal　Virtue！Behold　your　victim！”（302）Thus，　in　this　point，　the　narrator
regards　Pierre　as‘‘the　savage”and　asserts　that‘‘physical，　practical　unreason”and‘℃ivilization，
Philosophy　and　Ideal　Virtue”make　him‘‘the　savage．”However，　the　thoughts，‘‘Civilization，
Philosophy　and　Ideal　Virtue”are　the　only　grounds　on　which　whites　rule　other　races．　Therefore，　these
words　are　in　pity　for　Pierre　and　at　the　same　time，　direct　the　blame　on　whites．　Therefore，　the
description　of‘‘the　Texan　Camanche”in　Book　XXII　is　narrated　from　the　viewpoint　of　the　Native
Americans，　whereas，　the　description　of　Saddle　Meadows　in　Book　I　and　Book　II　is　narrated　from　that　of
whites．
　　Then，　what　is　the　narrative　of　Isabel　in　Book　VI　and　Book　VIII　about？The　descriptions　of　Saddle
Meadows　in　Book　I　and　Book　II　and　the　story　of　Isabel　in　Book　VI　and　Book　VIII　share　a　common
point，　although　the　former　treats　many　visual　images　and　the　latter　treats　many　audial　ones．　The
common　point　is　that　both　of　them　contain　many　images　of‘‘life”and‘‘death．”In　Book　VI，　there　is
‘‘獅盾煤@life　enough　to　re且ect　the　smallest　shrub　or　twig”（109）on　the　road　when　Pierre　goes　to　the　house
where　Isabel　lives．　Then，　when　she　starts　to　talk　about　the　first　half　of　her　life　to　him，　she　says，“My
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first　dim　life－thoughts　cluster　round　an　old，　half－ruinous　house　in　some　region．”（114）Moreover，　she
asks　herself，“What　was　it　to　be　dead？　What　is　it　to　be　living～　Wherein　is　the　difference　betWeen　the
words　Death　and　Life～　Had　1　been　ever　dead？　Was　1　living？”（124）when　she　knows　the　gentleman　who
is　good　to　her　is　dead．　Thus，　the　words，‘‘life”and‘‘death”repeatedly　appear　in　the　narrative　of　IsabeL
But　we　find　that　usually　the　image　of‘‘death”overwhelms　that　of‘‘life．”Therefore，　the　word　that
represents　her　half　life　is‘‘death”rather　than‘‘life．”
　　So，1et　us　examine　the“life”and“death”in　the　narrative　of　Saddle　Meadows　in　Book　I．　In　Book　I，
the　narrator　compares　the　prosperity　of　the　aristocrats　in　America　to　the　change　of　nature．　In　the
comparison，　he　says，‘‘Death　itself　becomes　transmuted　into　life”and‘‘the　most　mighty　of　nature’s
laws　is　this，　that　out　of　Death，　she　brings　Life．”（9）Then　he　says，‘‘And　if　in　America　the　vast　mass　of
families　be　as　the　blades　of　grass，　yet　some　few　there　are　that　stand　as　the　oak；which，　instead　of
decaying，　annually　puts　forth　new　branches”（9）and　starts　the　discussion　that　compares　the
genealogy　in　America　to　that　in　England．　Thus，　the　narrator　describes　the　prosperity　of　the　aristocrats
in　America，　using　the　words，‘‘life”and‘‘death．”However，　his　discussion　that　seems　to　praise　the
aristocrats　in　America　is　concluded　ambiguously．　Finally，　he　says，‘‘we　have　been　thus　decided　in
asserting　the　great　genealogical　and　rea1－estate　dignity　of　some　families　in　America．”（12）Before　the
conclusion，　however，　in　the　part　in　which　he　asserts　the　nobilities　of　the　genealogies　of　the　aristocrats
in　America，　he　inserts　the　sentences　as　follows：
　　But　whatever　one　may　think　of　the　existence　of　such　mighty　lordships　in　the　heart　of　a　republic，
and　however　we　may　wonder　at　their　thus　surviving，　like　Indian　mounds，　the　Revolutionary且ood；
yet　survive　and　exist　they　do，　and　are　now　owned　by　their　present　proprietors，　by　as　good　nominal
title　as　any　present　owns　his　father’s　old　hat，　or　any　duke　his　great－uncle’s　old　coronet．（11）
　　In　these　sentences，　we且nd　a　profoundly　subtle　comparison　between‘‘life”and‘∫death，”because
‘‘狽??@surviving　and　the　existence　of　such　mighty　lordship”represents‘‘life”and‘‘Indian　mounds”
represents‘‘death．”Applying　these　two　things　to‘‘Life”and‘‘Death”in　the　part　in　which　the　narrator
compares　the　prosperity　of　the　aristocrats　in　America　to　the　change　of　nature，　we　find　that‘‘the　Death
of　the　Native　Americans　itself　becomes　transmuted　into　the　Life　of　the　aristocrats　in　America”and
‘‘狽??@most　mighty　of　nature’s　laws　is　this，　that　out　of　the　Death　of　the　Native　Americans，　she　brings　the
Life　of　the　aristocrats　in　America。”（9）
　　Thus，　in　the　story　of　Isabel　in　Book　VI　and　Book　VIII，　the　word，‘‘death”represents　her　Native
American　character　throughout，　while，　in　the　narrative　in　Book　I，　the　word，‘‘life”represents　the
prosperity　of　the　aristocrats　in　America．　Though，　in　Book　I　and　Book　II，　the　narrator　super丘cially
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praises　the　prosperity　of　them，　it　is　simply　from　the　viewpoint　of　the　whites．　On　the　other　hand，　the
story　of　Isabel　in　Book　VI　and　Book　VIII，　the　image　of‘‘death”is　more　fatal　than　that　of‘‘life．”In
other　words，　she　represents　a　Native　American　with　the　images　of‘‘death．”Therefore，　it　is　from　the
viewpoint　of　the　Native　Americans．
　　In　additlon，　the　two　kinds　of　means　of　expression，　the‘‘letter”and　the‘‘voice”again　make　us　notice
the　difference　of　perspective　between　the　narrative　in　Book　1　and　Book　II　and　the　one　of　lsabel　in　Book
VI　and　Book　VIII．　As　I　mentioned　in　section　I，　in　Book　I，　the　narrator　explains　that‘‘［t］he　Glendinning
deeds　by　which　their　estate　had　so　long　been　held．”（6）That　is　to　say，　they　had　made　the　deeds　the
authority　to　own　their　lands　which　they　deprived　the　Native　Americans　from　and　had　justi且ed　it．
Moreover，　the　narrator　suggests　that　they　are　the　aristocrats　because　of　their“genealogies”and　poss・
ess　the　lands　without　the　justi且cation．　Thus，　in　the　narratives　of　Saddle　Meadows，　the　narratives　from
the　viewpoint　of　the　aristocrats，　the‘‘deeds”or　the‘‘genealogies”are　regarded　as　important．　As，　in
Book　VI，　Isabel　mentions　about　herself，‘‘［n］o　name；no　scrawled　or　written　thing；no　book　was　in　the
house”（115）in　her且rst　memory，　in　the　story　of　Isabel，　there　are　no　letters，　Instead　of　letters，　there
are　her　voice，　the　sound　of　her　guitar，　and　other　sounds　work　as　the　means　of　the　description．　The
difference　between　the　two　means　of　description，　the‘‘letter”and　the‘‘voice”can　be　viewed　as　the
difference　between　the　means　of　description　of　the　literature　by　the　whites　and　that　of　the　Native
Americans．　The　literature　of　whites　had　been　written　before　they　came　to　America，　while，　the　litera－
ture　of　the　Native　Americans　had　been　the‘‘oral　tradition”as‘‘the　body　of　songs，　prayers，　spells，
charms，　omens，　riddles，　and　stories．”（Columbia、乙iterary　Hist（）7ッq〃he　United　States，6）
　　Considering　the　difference　in　the　means　of　description　between　the　whites　and　the　Native
Americans，　we　understand　why　the　visual　images　must　be　inserted　in　Book　I　and　Book　II　and　why　the
audial　images　must　be　inserted　in　Book　VI　and　Book　VIII．　The　narrative　in　Book　I　and　Book　II　includes
the　history　of　America　from　the　viewpoint　of　the　whites　and　evokes　in　us　the　visual　images，　because　in
Book　I　and　Book　II，　the　history　of　whites　relates　to　the　traditional　means　of　description　of　the　whites，
the　pictures　or　the　letters．　On　the　other　hand，　the　story　of　Isabel　in　Book　VI　and　Book　VIII　and　the
description　of‘‘the　Texan　Camanche”in　Book　XXII　represent　the　history　from　the　viewpoint　of　the
Native　Americans　through　audial　images．　It　seems　that　Melville　consciously　uses　the　oral　tradition　of
the　Native　Americans　in　the　story　of　Isabel　or　the　description　of‘‘the　Texan　Camanche．”
Conclusion
　　In　Pierre，　there　are　two　kinds　of　narratives，　one　that　evokes　in　us　the　audial　images　and　that　evokes
the　visual　images．　In　the　narrative　that　evokes　the　audial　images，　the　narrative　of‘‘the　Texan
Camanche”and　the　narrative　of　Isabel　in　Book　VI　and　Book　VIII，　the　character，　Pierre　in　the　City　and
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Isabel　are　compared　to　the　Native　Amehcans．　In　the　description　of　Pierre　in　the　City，　the　narrator
criticizes　the‘℃ivilization，”and　in　the　narrative　of　Isabel，　she　talks　of　herself　as　one　who　has　the
characters　of　the　Native　Americans．　On　the　other　hand，　in　the　narrative　of　Saddle　Meadows　in　Book　I
and　Book　II，　the　picturesque　images　that　evokes　in　us　the　visual　images　are　inserted　here　and　there．
Such　visual　images　are　unified　with　the　history　of　Saddle　Meadows，　the　history　of　the　white　colonists．
But　we　understand　that　the　narrator　only　cynically　praises　the　existence　of　the　aristocrats　in　America
and　their　possessions　of　their　lands．　Therefore，　the　narrative　of　the　history　of　Saddle　Meadows　is　the
one　narrated　from　the　viewpoint　of　the　whites．　The　difference　betWeen　the　narratives　that　evoke　in　us
the　audial　images　and　ones　that　evoke　the　visual　images　is　the　difference　betWeen　the　viewpoint　of　the
Native　Americans　and　that　of　the　whites．　In　addition，　the　narrative　from　the　viewpoint　of　the　whites
uses　as　the　means　of　description，　the　picture　or　the　letter，　while　the　narrative　from　the　viewpoint　of　the
Native　Americans　uses　the　voice，　the　sound　and　the　music．　Using　these　means　of　traditions　of　each
other，　both　of　them　show　us　the　different　histories　from　their　own　viewpoints．
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